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IN THE COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE::SONITPUR, TEZPUR 
GR CASE NO.425/2016 & G.R No-588/2016 

U/S-366/342/34 of IPC 
State 
-Vs- 

1. Md. Mahidul Islam 
2. Md. Mainul Haque 
3. Md. Chalu Ali 
4. Md. Nurjamal Ali 
5. Md. Nurbakta Ali 
6. Md. Fazal Haque 
7. Md. Akmal Ali 
8. Mustt. Mullika Khatun 
9. Mustt. Misiran Nessa 
10. Md. Mustahir Ali  

     
--  Accused persons 

 
             Present: - Sri N. J. Haque, LLM, AJS 
                            Asst. Sessions Judge 
                            Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 
       Counsel for Prosecution : Smt. N. Rahman, APP 
       Counsel for Defence  : Sri. M. Islam  

 
Date of Evidence: - 08-06-2017, 06-09-2017, 19-01-2018, 01-11-2018 
    01-12-2018 & 16-05-2019 
Date of S/D        : - 03-06-2019 
Date of Argument: -26-06-2019 & 19-07-2019 
Date of Judgment: - 19-07-2019 
 

         JUDGMENT 
  “Brief history of the Prosecution’s Case” 

1. At the outset for proper disposal of the entire dispute in hand, this court 

would like to refer the brief history of the entire case. On meticulous 

perusal of the entire case record, it has become crystal clear that there 

are 2 (two) numbers of ejahar lodged in connection with the same 

incident and out of those two ejahar one ejahar was lodged by one Md. 

Misiruddin in respect of incident happened on 10-02-2016 at night against 

the three accused persons namely, Mohidul Haque, Md. Mustahir and Nur 

Jamal and same was registered as GR case No.425/16 and another ejahar 

was lodged by the victim Kulsuma Begum and same was registered as GR 

case No.588/16 and initially charge sheet was filed in respect of ejahar 

lodged by the victim and on being committed the same registered as 

Sessions Case No.126/17. After appearance of the accused persons in 
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Sessions Case No.126/17, my predecessor-in-office knowing about the 

fact of lodging the ejahar by Md. Misiruddin vide GR case No.425/16, 

called for the case record and subsequently returned the same. My 

predecessor-in-office again on 21-08-2018 on receipt of GR case 

No.425/16, that was committed to the court of Sessions and subsequently 

transferred to this court for trial, merged both the Sessions Cases 

No.126/17 and Sessions Case No.165/18 together opining that those 

cases are pertaining to the same sets of incident and the victim is also 

same, only the complainants are different and no. of accused persons in 

those cases varies. Therefore, from the entire case record of Sessions 

Case No.126/17 it has become crystal clear that the Sessions Case 

No.165/18 and the Sessions Case No.126/17 were merged together and 

taken for disposal as Sessions Case No.126/17. Consequently, my 

predecessor-in-office framed charges u/s 366/342/34 of IPC against 11 

nos. of accused persons and proceeded against them. During the 

appearance stage instant case stands abated against the accused Altab 

Hussain alias Altab Ali in the event of his death.     

“Synopsis of Prosecution’s Case” 

2. The prosecution‟s case appears to be in a narrow campus  is that victim 

Kulsuma Begum on 28-02-2016 lodged an ejahar before the O/C, 

Dhekiajuli PS through the I/C Borsola OP alleging, inter-alia, that on 15-

11-2015 she got married with Suraj Ali and on 10-12-2016 she went to 

her parents‟ house and on the same day there was a religious Jalsa going 

on at the Madrasa and at about 10-30 p.m. she went to the purchase 

some articles from the shops situated in front of her parents‟ house and at 

the instigation of Nur Jamal Ali, Nurbhat Ali, Miss Mollica Khatun and Miss 

Misiron Nessa, accused persons namely, Mohidul Islam, Moinul Haque, 

Altab Ali, Chalu Ali, Fazal Haque and Akmal Ali forcefully showing sharp 

weapon and holding her mouth dragged her to a vehicle and shifted her 

to the friend‟s house of accused Mohidul Islam at Dhekiajuli and from 

there she was shifted to the house of brother-in-law of accused Mohidul 

situated at Arimari Chapori of Kharupetia through an Alto vehicle by 

accused persons Mohidul Islam, Akmal Ali and one driver of the  

Alto and she was kept there for about two days and subsequently the 
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driver of the Alto including Mohidul and Akmal Ali shifted her to cousin 

brother‟s rented house of Mohidul Islam at Guwahati and there she was 

kept for four days. Later on, Mohidul, Akmal and driver of the Alto shifted 

her to Barpeta where she was kept for four days and after four days they 

again through the Alto vehicle shifted her to Dhula of Darrang district and 

there at the house of Mohidul Islam‟s aunt she was kept for 2 days and on 

22-02-2016 at about 8 a.m., she was kept at the hotel of Orang and the 

accused persons fled away from there. Thereafter, police of Borsola OP in 

presence of uncle of Mohidul Islam and accused Mollica Khatun recovered 

her. It is further contended that that during the last 12 days, she was 

subjected to physical, mental and sexual harassment and subsequently 

she was produced for recording her statement from the court and further 

sent to Nagaon State Home and again on 26-02-2016 date was fixed for 

recording her statement and thereafter her statement was recorded. She 

was threatened with dagger to depose as per the tutored statement of 

accused Akmal Ali and she to save her life wrongly stated before the court 

on 11-02-2016. She further contended that her signatures were obtained 

forcefully.      

 “Investigation” 

3. On receiving the ejahar lodged by Kulsuma Begum, O/C Dhekiajuli P.S 

registered Dhekiajuli P.S Case No.119/16 u/s 

143/366/342/511/376/420/506 of IPC and the case was investigated into. 

On finishing point of investigation, the I.O has submitted charge-sheet 

against the accused u/s 143 / 366 / 342 / 420 / 506 / 511  IPC and 

consequent to that, Ld. Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Tezpur after 

furnishing the copy under section-207 of Cr.P.C committed the case to the 

Hon‟ble Court of Sessions, Sonitpur. In connection with the ejahar lodged 

by the father of victim Dhekiajuli P.S Case No-86/16 under section-

366/506/34 was registered and investigated into and on completion of 

investigation the I.O has submitted charge against three numbers of 

accused persons and vide GR No-425/16, the said case was committed to 

Hon‟ble Court of Sessions and subsequently transferred to this court. 

Thereafter, Hon‟ble Court of Sessions, Sonitpur transferred the cases to 

this Court for trial. 
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“Appearance & Charges” 

4. On receiving summons from the Court, the accused persons appeared 

before the Court and they were allowed to go on bail. It needs to mention 

here that my predecessor in office vide order dated 21-08-2018, merged 

the Sessions Case No.126/2017 and Sessions Case No.165/18 and 

proceeded against the accused persons by framing charges u/s 

366/342/34 I.P.C against the accused persons. My predecessor in office 

further framed a separate charge u/s 366/342 IPC against the accused 

Md. Mustahir Ali. All the charges against the accused persons were framed 

and the contents of the charges was read over and explained to the 

accused persons, to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

“Trial & Statement of Defence” 

5. During trial, prosecution side examined as many as 6 nos. of witnesses, 

including the victim. Accused persons were examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and 

their pleas of denial were recorded in separate sheet and kept with the 

record. The accused persons declined to adduce any evidence in their 

defence. 

6. Following are appears to the Points for Determinations:- 

(1) Whether on or about 10-02-2016, at around 10-30 p.m., the 

accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, kidnapped 

(abduct) Mustt. Kulsuma Begum with intent (or knowing it to be 

likely) that she might be compelled to marry against her will or in 

order (or knowing it to be likely) that she might be forced (or 

seduced) to illicit intercourse and therefore committed an offence 

punishable U/S 366/34 of the Indian Penal Code ?  

(2) Whether on the same day, time and place, the accused persons in 

furtherance of common intention, wrongfully confined Mustt. 

Kulsuma Begum, and therefore committed an offence punishable 

U/S 342/34 of the Indian Penal Code?  

              EVIDENCES OF PROSECUTION SIDE 

7. PW-1 deposed before this court that the photo copy of medical report 

dated 10-03-2016 has been shown to her and the signature therein is 

hers. The report apparently shows that the patient was examined on 22-

02-2016 and as per the X-ray report the age of the victim appears to be 
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above 18 years. PW-1 in his cross-examination further deposed that the 

report shows that it is in connection with Dhekiajuli PS Case No.86/16 

corresponding to GR case No.425/16.    

8. PW-2 deposed before this court that around a year back she lodged an 

FIR at Borsola OP against the accused Mohidul, Akmal, Fajal Ali and the 

rest. On that day, Mohidul and Akmal forcibly took her from her father‟s 

house, at around 10 p.m. They took her in a bike to Dhekiajuli and from 

there in an Alto car she was taken to Kharupetia. They stayed at 

Kharupetia for a night at his relative‟s place. From there she was taken to 

Guwahati by Mohidul and Akmal on the next day. At Guwahati they stayed 

for around three days at a rented place. From there she was taken to 

Barpeta in the car and there they stayed at his relative‟s place for around 

1-2 days. Mohihul and Akmal and Mohidul‟s mother Mollika Khatun 

brought her to Orang from Barpeta and kept her in a hotel. The other 

accused persons also came in another vehicle. Then someone of the 

accused persons informed the police and when the police came they 

handed her over to the police. Police brought her to the Court and her 

statement was recorded and she stated whatever had happened. Ext.1 is 

the FIR comprising of two pages and Ext.1 (1) is her signature. Ext.2 is 

her statement before the Magistrate and Ext.2 (1) to 2(3) are her 

signatures. Accused persons Mohidul and Akmal had threatened to kill her 

if she did not narrate to everyone a concocted story that was tutored by 

them. When she gave her statement before the Magistrate she had 

mentioned that she was a student of class IX.    

9. PW-2 in her cross-examination further deposed that she knows what is 

written in the FIR and she has memorized the whole FIR. The FIR was 

written by her. On 15-11-2015 she lodged the FIR and it was filed at 

Borsola OP. Regarding the same incident, she has lodged this FIR and her 

father Misir Uddin had also lodged another case. She knows that it was 

lodged against accused Mohidul Haque, Mustahir and Nur Jamal. The case 

that was lodged by her father was filed prior to hers one. After she was 

recovered from Orang hotel, she was brought to the Court where her 

statement was recorded and subsequently, she filed her ejahar. After she 

was recovered from Orang, she was kept at State Home for two days and 
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then produced before the Court. She doesn‟t remember the exact date 

when she was kidnapped. She was kidnapped from the road when she 

went out of the house. It happened at around 10 p.m. The distance 

between her house and the place from where she was kidnapped is 

around 100 meters. It was a village public road. At that time, there was a 

Jalsa going on in a nearby Masjid and all her family members had gone 

there. She had gone out at 10 p.m. to purchase something from a shop. 

She went alone. She doesn‟t know the name of the shopkeeper. As there 

was a Jalsa in the masjid, the road was well lighted and there were 

people and shops nearby. She doesn‟t know from which direction the 

accused Mohidul and Akmal came. Mohidul and Akmal came in one bike 

and then all three of them went in that single bike. The bike was of 

Mohidul but she does not know its registration number.  When she was 

forcibly taken in the bike she raised hue and cry and there was people 

around, but no one saw it. She was taken to a house near Dhekiajuli main 

road. In the house at Dhekiajuli, there were other people also. As she was 

gagged she could not talk to anybody in that house. When she was being 

kidnapped in the bike, the passersby tried to catch hold, but could not. 

She doesn‟t know the registration number of the Alto car by which she 

was taken. It was a white Alto. She doesn‟t know the name of the people 

in whose house she was kept at Kharupetia. As she was gagged she could 

not tell the people at Kharupetia also for help. In Kharupetia house also 

there were other people, but she has not informed them about the 

incident. On the way from Dhekiajuli to Kharupetia, she has not informed 

any person that she was being kidnapped. Those two days, Mohidul has 

not left the house and was along with her. They went to Guwahati at 

night. Mohidul had rented the house at Guwahati. In the rented house 

only she and Mohidul stayed. They stayed in the rented house for two 

days. The accused Mohidul used to lock her in the rented house and then 

bring food from outside. She has not informed anyone at Guwahati also 

that she was kidnapped. She doesn‟t know the name of the person where 

they stayed at Barpeta. In Barpeta, she informed the people residing that 

she was kidnapped but they did not do anything.  She doesn‟t know the 

name of the Orang hotel. When police came her family members were not 
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along with them. After she was recovered her medical examination was 

done. However, after she filed the FIR no further medical examination 

was done. After giving her statement she went back to her parental home 

along with her family members. She doesn‟t remember after how many 

days of recovery and stay at her parental home, she lodged this FIR. At 

one of the places, a knife was held at her throat and she was forced to 

sign some documents. In Ext. A, the signature and photo is hers, 

however, she had singed under threat and fear for her life. (Under 

objection). In Ext. B the signature and photo is hers, however, she had 

singed under threat and fear for her life and photo was taken as a knife 

was held at her throat. (Under objection). In Ext. C the signature and 

photo is hers, however, she had singed under threat and fear for her life 

and photo was taken as a knife was held at her throat. (Under objection). 

Accused Mohidul Islam is known to her since childhood. Around 3-4 

months prior to this incident, she got married to Hanif Ali. She doesn‟t 

know what is the occupation / profession of Mohidul. PW-2 further 

deposed that she recognized her statement in the statement. Ext. D is her 

statement before the Magistrate in GR Case No.425/16. Ext. D (1), Ext. D 

(2) and Ext. D (3) are her signatures. She has given her statement before 

the court on 26-02-2016. The Magistrate has recorded her statement the 

way she has narrated the incident however she was mentally unstable at 

that time. In her statement her age has been mentioned as 19 years. Her 

statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C has been read over to her today and it is as per 

her narration however on that day she has given her statement as tutored 

by them as the accused had threatened her that if she doesn‟t give the 

statement as tutored by them they will kill her. She had given her 

statement before the Magistrate in a room and at that time only the 

Magistrate was present and no else was there. On the day when accused 

Akmal Ali brought her back to Orang he had given her threatening of dire 

consequences if she did not say as narrated by him. At that time when 

she was being threatened, she, Akmal and accused Mohidul were only 

present. She was in the Nagaon State Home for two days. She went back 

to her mother‟s place after she gave her statement before the Magistrate. 

She doesn‟t remember how many days after going to her mother‟s house, 
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she lodged this FIR. She has not mentioned in the FIR why she delayed in 

lodging the FIR however, the fact is that she was mentally unstable at 

that time and therefore there was a delay. Now, she is mentally stable. 

She knows that if she gives false statement before the court, she may be 

punished however she has not deposed falsely today.   

10.  PW-3 deposed before this court that he knows the complainant. He also 

knows all the accused persons. The incident happened on 10-02-2016. At 

the relevant time, he was at his own house Dalgaon. Victim Kulsuma is his 

own sister-in-law. At around 11 p.m., his father-in-law informed him over 

phone that some miscreants including Mahidul, Moinul, and Fajal 

abducted his daughter Kulsuma. On the day of incident, there was „Jalsa‟ 

at Madrasa near the house of his father-in-law and Kulsuma went to 

nearby shops from where she was abducted. Police searched for her but 

could not find her. So, on the next day, the FIR was lodged by his father-

in-law. On 22-02-2016 they were informed by the Thana that the victim 

was recovered from Orang. After the statement of the victim was 

recorded, she was sent to State Home at Nagaon. After the victim was 

released into the zimma of her father, she told him that Moinul and Akmal 

accosted and showed her knife and threatened her that if she did not 

climb into the vehicle she will be stabbed. In an Alto, she was taken to 

Arimari Chapori and kept there for a night which happens to the house of 

Moidul‟s brother-in-law.  Akmal and Mohidul were there at night. Next 

morning she was taken to Guwahati in a vehicle by Mohidul and Akmal. 

They stayed at the house of a relative at Guwahati for two days. At 

Guwahati, her signatures were taken on blank paper and stamp paper by 

threatening her with dire consequences. From there, she was taken to 

Barpata by Mohidul and Akmal and kept there for two days. Then from 

Barpeta, she was brought to Dhula and kept for two days. From there she 

was brought to a hotel at Orang. Mohidul, Akmal, Mohdul‟s mother and 

uncle Nabahar Ali called up the police and informed that the victim is in 

Orang hotel and from there the police recovered the victim.  

11. PW-3 in his cross-examination further deposed that he knows the accused 

persons as they are his father-in-law‟s neighbors and co-villagers. His 

father-in-law originally lodged an FIR regarding the incident and 
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subsequently, after the victim returned home, she lodged another ejahar. 

After taking of the zimma, the victim was brought to his father‟s house on 

the same day. (Later on, the witness says the victim went with him on the 

day she was given into her father‟s zimma.) She stayed in his house for 

two days and then went back to her matrimonial house. He doesn‟t 

exactly remember after how many days the victim lodged the FIR, but 

approximately within a week after she was given in her father‟s zimma. 

He resides around 35- 40 Kim‟s away from the place of incident. On being 

informed about the incident, he immediately went to his father-in-law‟s 

residence and reached at around 1-30 a.m. The victim was abducted 

around 10 p.m. He personally has not seen the incident. He met the 

victim after she was recovered. Next day, at about 11 a.m. he returned 

back to his place. He went with his father-in-law when he lodged the FIR 

and the FIR was lodged after consultation. He knows when the victim 

lodged the case. He does not remember against whom the FIR was 

lodged but he knows that the name of Mohidul was there. The victim 

lodged the FIR against 10 (ten) accused persons. He doesn‟t know if the 

names of accused persons in the first FIR is included amongst the 10 

accused persons in the second FIR. It is true that second FIR was lodged 

after a discussion among his father-in-law, victim, her husband and him. 

The victim told him and other family members about the incident. Police 

had asked him about the incident, but they could not say anything about 

the victim‟s whereabouts. He has personally not seen the victim being 

taken away to different places by the accused persons. At Guwahati, the 

victim was kept in the house of a relative of the accused persons who 

happens to be a police personal. He doesn‟t remember the name of that 

person. At Dhula, they resided in the house of an advocate but his name 

also he doesn‟t know. He has not seen the papers in which his sister-in–

law / victim‟s signatures were taken. It is true that he has stated today 

what has been told to him.  

12. PW-4 deposed before this court that complainant Kulsuma Begum is his 

wife. Accused persons are known to him. The incident happened on 10-

02-2016. There was a religious function near his in-laws‟ house. They also 

went there. When his wife had gone to the shop, two of the accused 
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persons took her away in a bike. (The witness pointed out Mustahir and 

Mohidul as the accused who took his wife in a bike.) Around 10/11 days 

after the incident, the accused persons left his wife at Borsola OP and 

from there, she was brought to the Court and then sent to Nagaon State 

Home. After that she came back to them.   

13. PW-4 in his cross-examination further deposed that he has not lodged the 

FIR regarding this incident. He got married with the victim on 15-11-2015 

by a arrange marriage and prior to the incident he did not know her. If 

prior to her marriage with him, she was in love with somebody else, he 

doesn‟t know. He has a shop at Sirajuli. He went for the religious function 

at around 8/8-30 p.m. His wife had gone for the religious function at 

around 2/2-30 p.m. Because of the religious function, the whole area was 

lit up and there was a huge crowed. The incident happened at around 9-

40 p.m. At the time of incident, only his mother-in-law was at home and 

everyone else had gone for the religious function. He doesn‟t know the 

name of the shopkeeper in whose shop he went and the shop in which his 

wife went. He has recognized accused Mohidul only after the incident and 

did not know him prior. He has not personally seen who was riding the 

bike as he was pushed aside. He doesn‟t remember if police had asked 

him about the incident. This case was lodged by his wife when she was at 

her father‟s place. He doesn‟t know how many cases are there regarding 

the same incident. This case was instituted by his wife after she returned 

back. He doesn‟t remember after how many days. Victim returned back to 

his house the day she was released from Nagaon. He doesn‟t know if she 

has signed any document when she was away from his house. He is not 

literate and therefore he doesn‟t know what is written in the documents 

what is shown to him. He has been shown a few documents today in the 

Court where he saw his wife and the accused are together. He doesn‟t 

remember if he had told the police that his wife had gone to the shop in 

front of her parent‟s house from where she had ran away with accused 

Mohidul and Mustahir in a bike. He has not met the victim till she returned 

back to their house. After Kulsuma returned back home we have not 

remarried again.  
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14. PW-5 deposed before this court that Kulsuma Begum is his daughter. 

Accused persons are known to him. His daughter was married to Hanif Ali. 

On the day of incident, there was a religious function near his house. His 

daughter Kulsuma and her husband Hanif came to their house to attend 

the function. At the time of incident, his daughter had gone to a nearby 

shop when accused Mohidul and Atmol took her away in a bike. Around 

12 days after the incident, police brought her back. Police brought her to 

the Tezpur Court and from the Court she was sent to Nagaon State Home. 

After his daughter came back home she told him about the incident. 

Atmaol, Moinul Mofidul, Nurjamal, Misiruddin, Mollika, Salubuddin, Altab 

Husain and Fajal had helped Mohidul in kidnapping her and keeping her. 

He has no other knowledge about the incident.    

15. PW-5 in his cross-examination further deposed that he has also lodged an 

FIR regarding the same incident in the next morning of the incident. He 

and Arrab Ali had gone to lodge the FIR and filed it after discussion. On 

the same night, there was an incident in the house of Abbar and at about 

7-30 p.m., he had gone to his house. At about 9-30 p.m. he was called up 

at Abbar house and was called to come back home. When he reached 

home, he came to know that his daughter was not at home and someone 

had taken her. He has no personal knowledge how she went or who took 

her. He has lodged the FIR against the accused Mohidul and Mustahir 

based on information given by co-villagers. He doesn‟t know where his 

daughter was taken. He met his daughter and talked to her in Tezpur 

Court and after that she was sent to Nagaon. After he got his daughter 

zimma from the Court, she came and stayed in his house for around two 

months. The second FIR was given by his daughter at the time when she 

was staying with them. Police recorded his statement on the day he 

lodged the FIR. Police did not record his statement any time afterwards. 

When his daughter instituted the FIR he was with her along with his other 

son-in-law Abbar Ali. The second case was given by his daughter and she 

did not do it in their instruction. There are three cases pending against 

them instituted by the accused persons. He doesn‟t know personally from 

whom his daughter was recovered by police. His daughter is presently 

with Hanif Ali. His daughter stayed for two months after that she had 
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gone back to her husband Hanif Ali‟s house. He heard that Mohidul and 

Atmol Ali had taken away his daughter in a bike.       

16. PW-6 deposed before this court that on 28-02-2016 he was posted at 

Borsola OP as I/C. On that day, he received an ejahar from Kulsuma 

Begum. He forwarded the ejahar to O/C of Dhekiajuli PS after making 

GDE No.426 dated 28-02-2016 for registering a case. Accordingly, O/C of 

Dhekiajuli PS registered a case vide Dhekiajuli PS Case No.119/16 u/s 

143/366/342/511/376/420/506 IPC. Ext.1 (2) is his signature in Ext.1, 

ejahar. He recorded the statements of the victim along with her family 

members Misiruddin and Arab Ali at the Police out-post. On the next day 

he visited the place of occurrence i.e. Rahampur under Dhekiajuli PS.  He 

recorded the statement of witness Hanif Ali. On 10-03-2016 he forwarded 

the victim before the Hon‟ble court for recording her statement. Accused 

persons namely Mohidul @ Mofidul Islam, Md. Mainul Haque, Altaf Ali, 

Chalu Ali, Nur Jamal Ali @ Nur Jamal Ahmed, Nur Bakta Ali, Fajal Haque, 

Akmal Ali, Mollica Khatun and Misiron Nessa got anticipatory bail and they 

themselves appeared before the IO. He collected the medical report of 

victim. On completion of investigation, he submitted charge-sheet against 

the accused person‟s u/s 143/366/342/420/506/511 of IPC. Ext.3 is the 

charge-sheet and Ext.3 (1) is his signature. Prior to this case, he further 

investigated another case of the same incident vide Dhekiajuli PS Case 

No.86/2016. The complainant Misiruddin lodged ejahar on 11-02-2016. He 

recorded the statement of the victim and the other witnesses and he has 

drawn sketch map vide Ext.4. He submitted charge-sheet in Dhekiajuli PS 

Case No.86/2016 against Mustahir Ali, Mohidul Islam u/s 366/506/34 IPC. 

Ext.5 is the charge-sheet and Ext.5 (1) is his signature. 

17. PW-6 in his cross-examination further deposed that the ejahar was lodged 

on 28-02-2016 and the same was registered on 29-02-2016. He started 

investigation of the case after making GDE No.426 dated 28-02-2016. He 

has not brought the original GDE before the court. The date of occurrence 

was on 10-02-2016 at around 10-30 p.m. Kulsuma Begum is the victim as 

well as complainant of this case. Prior filing of this case, another case was 

lodged by Misiruddin, father of the victim Kulsuma Begum on 11-02-2016 

before the O/C, Dhekiajuli PS, which was registered as Dhekiajuli PS Case 
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No.86/2016 ( GR Case No.425/16, Sessions Case No.165/18), based on 

the same incident. In the said case also the date of occurrence was 

mentioned as 10-02-2016 at night. In the ejahar of the first case, lodged 

by Misiruddin the accused persons names were mentioned as Mohidul 

Haque, Mustahir and Nur Jamal. But in the other case filed by victim 

Kulsuma before names of 11 nos. of accused persons, namely, Mohidul 

Islam, Moinul Haque, Altab Ali, Chalu Ali, Nur Jamal Ali, Nur Bakta Ali, 

Fajal Haque, Akmal Ali, Mollica Khatun Missiron Nessa and Alto driver 

were mentioned in the ejahar. In both the case, names of Mohidul Islam 

and Nur Jamal are mentioned. He investigated both the cases and filed 

charge-sheet in both the case. In Dhekiajuli PS Case No.86/2016, he 

submitted charge-sheet No.92/16 dated 23-03-2016 u/s 366/506/34 and 

in another Dhekiajuli PS Case No.119/2016, he submitted charge-sheet 

No.152/16 dated 30-04-2016 u/s 143/366/342/420/506/511 of IPC. The 

victim was sent for medical examination but the Medical Officer informed 

that the victim was already examined by Medical Officer named Dr. 

Sangeeta Sharma on 22-02-2016 in connection with Dhekiajuli PS Case 

No.86/2016. The victim was recovered on 22-02-2016 from a hotel at 

Orang Centre. He has not mentioned the name of hotel. No one was 

present along with the victim at the time of her recovery. Victim was not 

recovered in the case. Victim was recovered in connection with Dhekiajuli 

PS Case No.86/2016. In both the cases the accused persons obtained 

anticipatory bail. He cannot say whether he recorded the statements of 

accused persons in connection with Dhekiajuli PS Case No.86/2016. 

During investigation of Dhekiajuli PS Case No.119/2016, he has not seen 

the documents relating to divorce (Ext. A), marriage agreement between 

accused Mohidul Islam and victim Kulsuma Begum (Ext. B) and 

Kabinnama (Ext. C). He has not mentioned the distance in between the 

PO and the Police Out-post in this case. Ext. D is the statement of the 

victim u/s 164 Cr.P.C recorded in connection with Dhekiajuli P.S. Case 

No.86/2016. He received the copy of that statement. PW-2 did not state 

before him specifically that accused Mohidul and Akmal forcibly took her 

in a bike. PW-2 also did not state before him that when she was been 

brought to Orang hotel and the other accused persons had followed their 
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car in another vehicle. PW-2 did not state before him that Akmal and 

Mohidul along with Mohidul‟s mother brought her to Orang hotel and left 

her there. PW-3 did not state before him that at 11 p.m. on the night of 

the incident his father-in-law called him up over phone and informed him 

about the incident. PW-4 did not state before him that he saw accused 

Mohidul and Mustahir kidnapping his wife Kulsuma Begum. PW-5 did not 

state before him that his daughter told him that accused persons Akmal, 

Moinul, Mofidul, Nur Jamal, Nisiruddin, Mollica, Chalabuddin, Altab 

Hussain and Fajal helped Mohidul in kidnapping and keeping her. In this 

case, he could not ascertain the identity of the alto driver and the Alto car 

involved in the incident. He also could not ascertain the identity of the 

motorcycle and could not recover the same, involved in the incident. In 

Dhekiajuli PS Case No.86/2016, he mentioned the names of Fajal Haque 

and his wife Khukia Begum as witnesses. But in Dhekiajuli PS Case 

No.119/2016, he cited the name of Fajal Haque as one of the accused 

person. After recovery of the victim in connection Dhekiajuli PS Case 

No.86/2016, the Dhekiajuli PS Case No.119/2016 was again lodged after 7 

days by the victim Kulsuma Begum. Kulsuma Begum did not state before 

him in this case that accused Akmal threatened her to kill if she does not 

give the statement as per his instructions.   
DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

18. Certainly, the victim appears to be a major and a married girl at the time 

of alleged incident and in respect of that fact no controversy arisen out of 

the contentions of the prosecution story. Now in the forthcoming 

discussion, this court shall try to ascertain the facts in respect of 

kidnapping of the victim Kulsuma Begum from the place of incident on 10-

02-2016 at about 10-30 p.m. by all the accused persons in furtherance of 

their common intention with intent that victim may be compelled to marry 

against her will or might be forced to illicit intercourse by the accused 

persons and subsequently she was confined in different places of Arimari 

Chapori of Kharupetia for two days, Guwahati at the house of Mohidul 

Islam‟s cousin brother for 4 days and 4 days at Barpeta and Dhula of 

Darrang district for about 2 days.  
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19. The prosecution side to prove the aforesaid factual matrix presented both 

ocular as well as documentary forms of evidences. The prosecution side 

had examined the following witnesses :  

     PW-1 : Dr. (Mrs) Sangeeta Sarma  

                                                             PW-2  : Must. Kulsuma Begum, victim   

                                                             PW-3  : Md. Arab Ali  

                                                             PW-4  : Md. Hanif Ali   

                                                             PW-5     : Md. Misiruddin 

                                                             PW-6  : Sri Naren Sonowal, IO 

20. And further exhibited the following documents :  

Ext.1  :  ejahar 

                                      Ext.1 (1):   signatures of complainant /victim. 

Ext.2  :  statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C 

                                      Ext.2 (1) to 2(3):   signatures of victim  

Ext.3  :  Charge-sheet 

                                      Ext.3 (1):   signatures of IO 

Ext.4  :  Sketch Map 

Ext.5  :  Charge-sheet 

Ext.5 (1):   signatures of IO 

 

21. Per contra, the defence side did not adduce any oral forms of evidence 

and the defence side during the cross-examination of the victim & I.O 

exhibited the following documents :  

Ext. A - Documents relating to divorce  

Ext. B - marriage agreement between accused Mohidul Islam 

and victim Kulsuma Begum  

Ext. C - Kabinnama  

Ext. D - Statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C in Dhekiajuli P.S. Case     

No.86/2016 

22. I have carefully gone through the evidences on record in the light of 

entire prosecution case and it finds that PW-3 one Arab Ali appears to be 

brother-in-law of the victim and undeniably he in his cross-examination 

affirmed that he has not seen the incident and he heard about the 

incident from his father-in-law at about 11 p.m. As such, his evidence 
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appears to be hearsay in nature. PW-5 is the complainant‟s father 

Misiruddin and as per his version he heard that Mohidul and Akmal had 

taken away his daughter in a bike. Hence, it is seen that PW-3 and PW-5 

heard about the incident and there evidences are appears to be hearsay 

in nature. PW-4 one Hanif Ali appears to be an eye witness to the alleged 

incident and as per his evidence, incident happened on 10-02-2016 and 

there was a religious function near his in-laws house and they also went 

there. He further testified that Kusuma Begum, victim, who is his wife 

gone to the shop and two of the accused persons Mustahir and Mohidul 

took her away in a bike and after 10/11 days of the incident the accused 

persons left his wife at Borsola OP. As such, it is seen from the evidence 

of Md. Hanif Ali that accused Mustahir and Mohidul took away his wife 

through a bike. The victim Kulsuma Begum in her evidence as PW-2 

categorically testified before this court that on the day of incident accused 

Mohidul Islam and Akmal forcefully took her from her father‟s house at 

around 10 p.m. She further deposed that they took her in a bike to 

Dhekiajuli and from there in an Alto car she was taken to Kharupetia and 

they stayed one night at his relative‟s place and from there she was taken 

to Guwahati by Mohidul and Akmal on the next day. The evidence of 

victim Kulsuma Begum appears to be contradictory with the evidence of 

her husband. Her husband as PW-4 claimed in his evidence that he saw 

Mustahir and Mohidul took his wife in a bike and his wife who is the victim 

of this case, testified that Mohidul and Akmal forcefully took her from her 

father‟s house in a bike to Dhekiajuli. Both the evidences presented before 

this court by the husband and wife appears to be contradictory in respect 

of involvement of one of accused person out of which they have 

corroborated the name of Mohidul Islam but the victim cited the name of 

Akmal and her husband cited the name of one Mustahir and this court 

finds the evidence of PW-4 and PW-2 contradictory in nature.  

23. Ext.1 appears to be the ejahar lodged by the victim Kulsuma Begum and 

as per her ejahar she went to the shop to purchase some articles in front 

of her parents‟ house where Jalsa was going on and she further claimed 

that she was forcefully taken into a vehicle by 10 nos. of accused persons. 

Surprisingly, during the time of testifying before this court as PW-2, she 
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had only cited the names of two accused persons Mohidul and Akmal and 

further testified about a bike. Certainly a vehicle and a bike are appears to 

be two different identical machinery and those cannot be termed together 

as identical one. She further claimed in her ejahar (vide Ext.1) that at the 

instigation of 4 nos. of accused persons namely, Nur Jamal Ali, Nur Bhat 

Ali, Miss Mollica Khatun and Miss Misiron Nessa, other accused persons 

namely, Mohidul Islam, Moinul Haque, Altab Ali, Chalu Ali, Fazal Haque 

and Akmal Ali dragged her in to a vehicle by holding her mouth showing 

dagger and kidnapped her. If an incident like of that nature happened, 

she would have supported such facts in her evidence. The victim being 

the sole vital star witness of the prosecution, must have corroborated the 

entire alleged incident as she claimed in her ejahar during the time of 

deposing before this court. It is perceived further from the evidence of 

PW-2 that she had displayed a complete good-bye to the entire 

contention of the ejahar by way of not reproducing the exact contentions 

of the ejahar during deposing before this court.  In respect of the place of 

incident as the victim cited in Ext.1, this court finds that she had 

contradicted the place of incident by deposing that she was kidnapped by 

accused Mohidul and Akmal from her parent‟s house. The story as alleged 

in her ejahar disclosed the on the date of incident, she went to Jalsa and 

the shops nearby and from there she had been kidnapped. Hence, it is 

seen that victim contradicted the relevant facts of the place of occurrence.    

24. Undeniably, an ejahar is not measured to be a substantive piece of 

evidence in a criminal trial and at the same time only use of ejahar is 

corroborate or contradict the author of the ejahar and at least a criminal 

court must accept certain corroboration from its maker during the time of 

deposing before the court. Actual fact is that the victim being the 

informant of this case failed to corroborate the entire contentions of her 

ejahar and those contradictions disclosed from her evidence with the 

contentions of the ejahar makes her evidence doubtful and untrustworthy 

in nature.  

25. PW-2 in her ejahar vide Ext.1 emphatically demanded that she was taken 

to Kharupetia where she stayed for two days and same was contradicted 

in her evidence-in-chief where she claimed that she stayed at Kharupetia 
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for a night. She further contradicted that they stayed for 3 days at a 

rented house at Guwahati but she claimed in her ejahar that at Guwahati 

they stayed for 4 days. She further deposed that from Guwahti she was 

taken to Barpeta where they stayed for 1/2 days but in her ejahar she 

claimed that from Barpeta she was taken to Dhula of Darrang district in 

the aunt‟s house of Mohidul, there she was kept for about 2 days and that 

fact not deposed by PW-2 in her evidence-in-chief and she simply 

deposed Mohidul‟s mother Mollika Khatun brought her to Orang from 

Barpeta and kept her in a hotel and someone from the accused persons 

informed police and when police came they handed over her to the police.  

26. Hence, it seen that the facts as the victim deposed in her evidence-in-

chief certainly not contended by her in her ejahar. The victim in her 

ejahar although claimed that she was mentally, physically and sexually 

tortured by the accused persons during last 12 days of her stay with them 

but said relevant facts have not been supported by the victim in her 

evidence-in-chief and the victim introduced a new fact in her evidence-in-

chief that mother of Mohidul named Mollika Khatun brought her to a hotel 

of Orang. If any incident of like that nature happened with the victim, 

then she should have contended those facts in her ejahar. On meticulous 

perusal of evidence-in-chief of PW-2 with the contentions of the ejahar 

and the victim‟s statement recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C that exhibited as Ext.2 

appears to be contradictory with each other and those contradictions are 

in respect to the material facts and renders the version of the victim 

contradictory in nature.    

27. The victim‟s statement recorded by the learned Magistrate and same was 

exhibited as Ext.2 and on meticulous perusal of Ext.2 statement it has 

become crystal clear that the victim in her statement introduced certain 

new facts that when she was taken to Dhula she was taken to the house 

of one advocate called Salim and thereafter she was taken to a hotel of 

Orang and uncle of Mohidul called police and police recovered her. She 

further stated in her 164 Cr.P.C statement that Mohidul wanted to do bad 

things with her but she prevented Mohidul. Mohidul gave her so much of 

pain prior to that. She in her 164 Cr.P.C statement further claimed that 

she was kidnapped by putting „Khopa‟ on her mouth forcefully by Mohidul, 
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Altab, Akmal, Saleh, Mainul and Fazal. She in her ejahar cited the names 

of 10 nos. of accused persons and in the same time in her evidence-in-

chief she cited the names of only two persons i.e. Mohidul and Akmal. 

Hence, it is seen that victim‟s statement differs in different time and in 

different situation. She lodged the ejahar after recording her earlier 

statement by the leaned Magistrate and again her statement was 

recorded in this case and same was exhibited as Ext.2 and ejahar was 

lodged by herself consequent to the ejahar lodged by her father and the 

facts she disclosed before the ejahar, in her 164 Cr.P.C statement and in 

her evidence-in-chief appears not identical in terms of place of 

occurrence, involvement of accused persons and other relevant facts and 

these contradictions disclosed from the version of victim makes her 

version contradictory and doubtful in nature.  

28. From the cross-examination part of the victim it disclosed that her father 

Missiruddin lodged another case where her statement recorded by the 

court. The defence side during her cross-examination exhibited certain 

documents as Ext. A, Ext. B and Ext. C, where the victim admitted her 

signatures although she had claimed that she put her signatures under 

threat of a knife. She further claimed that in Ext. C the signature and 

photo is hers however she had signed under threat and fear of her life 

and photo was taken as a knife was put at her throat. The photo reveals 

from Ext. C does not reflect any knife.  

29. On meticulous perusal of Ext‟s. A, B and C, documents it divulges that the 

signature of those documents not denied by the victim Kulsuma Begum 

and rather vide Ext. A document she prepared one Talaqnama and further 

vide Ext. B she executed one marriage agreement with accused Mohidul 

Islam and Ext. C appears to be a Kabinnama where the victim Kulsuma 

Begum and Mohidul put signatures in presence of the witnesses and the 

marriage between the victim and Mohidul was duly registered. The victim 

in her cross-examination further deposed that at Kharupetia in a house 

there were other people but she has not informed them about the 

incident. She further clarified that on the way to Dhekiajuli to Kharupetia 

she has not informed any person that she was being kidnapped. They 

went to Guwahati at night. Mohidul has a rented house at Guwahati and 
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in that house she and Mohidul stayed for two days. She also not informed 

anyone at Guwahati.  

30. The cross-examination of the victim makes it crystal clear that victim 

never tried to inform any person at Guwahati or Kharupetia where she 

stayed. She in her evidence further clarified that only she and accused 

had stayed at Guwahati at a rented house and Mohidul brought food from 

outside and she had not informed anyone at Guwahati. That makes it 

clear that victim had not made any endeavor to escape from the custody 

of the accused. If really victim had been kidnapped by the accused then 

she ought to have make some sorts of efforts by shouting or seeking help 

from the others at Kharupetia, Guwahati or at Barpeta, but she had not 

done anything upon which this court may presume that the victim was 

actually kidnapped.  

31. Victim in her cross-examination further deposed that Mohidul and Akmal 

came in a bike and then all three of them went in that single bike. The 

bike was of Mohidul but she does not know its registration number.  That 

part of her evidence makes it categorical that she went with the accused 

person Mohidul through a bike. The victim in her cross-examination 

further exhibited her earlier statement recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C in 

connection with GR Case No.425/16 as Ext. D and from her statement 

recorded on 26-02-2016 and in her statement she has mentioned her age 

to be 19 years. She further clarified that at the time of recording her 

statement none were present except the Magistrate and she was brought 

from Nagaon State Home for recording her statement after two days. As 

such from the evidence of PW-2, it has become crystal clear that her 

statement was recorded by Ld. Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, on 26-02-

2016 in connection with the ejahar lodged by her father in respect of 

same incident and said statement was recorded after her recovery and 

after staying two days at State Home for Women at Nagaon. She had 

stated those facts before the Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class on oath. She 

stated in her statement her age to be 19 years vide Ext. D and 

subsequently, she again in her statement vide Ext.2 on 10-03-2016 stated 

her age to be 17 years. In her earlier 164 Cr.P.C statement vide Ext. D 

she categorically stated that------ 
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“Her father‟s house is at Rahmanpur and she grown up residing 

in the house of her brother-in-law Arab Ali. The house of her 
brother-in-law is at Dalgaon. Since five years from today, she 

loved Mafidul Islam of Rahmanpur but her mother and others 
did not like Mafidul, and therefore, prior two months from 

today, she was given marriage forcefully to Hanif Ali of Chirajuli 

by her mother. After marriage she was residing in her 
husband‟s house. Prior seven days from today, she telling that 

she is going to her mother‟s house, came to her mother‟s house 
and reached her mother‟s house at around 5 p.m. Thereafter, 

at around 7 p.m. she asked Mofidul over phone to elope her. 

Initially Moifidul did not agree, but she forced him. She asked 
him to come and wait nearby the road of her house, and 

accordingly he came in a bike and waited. At around 11 p.m. 
without the knowledge of the members of the family, she came 

out carrying some clothes. They went to Dhekiajuli in his bike. 

After changing the clothes at Dhekiajuli, they went to Guwahati 
by an ASTC bus. They stayed in a rented house at Guwahati. 

There were two beds in the rented house and they stayed 
separately. Mofidul did not do any bad acts with her, they did 

not have any physical relation. After staying for about four days 
there, she told Mafidul that she wants to go home and then 

Mofidul brought and left her to Orang by an Alto vehicle. 

Somebody may have informed and that is why on that day 
police brought her from Orang. Now she wants to continue her 

studies. Now, she wants to go with her mother.”    

32.   Now the question is whether this court may place reliance upon the 

statement recorded by the Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class on oath on 26-02-

2016, where the victim failed to implicate any of the accused persons with 

the alleged incident rather she claimed that she went with accused 

Mohidul having love affairs. The statement vide Ext. D was recorded by a 

Magistrate on oath and same was recorded after providing the victim 

reflection period for about two days and the victim in her cross-

examination further clarified that none were there at the time of her 

recording statement. If the victim was mentally unstable immediately 

after the recovery from Orang hotel then she ought to have disclosed the 

facts before the Magistrate during her recording of statement. In this 

case, the victim‟s statement was recorded after few days of recovery and 

victim was sent to Nagaon State Home before recording her earlier 164 

Cr.P.C statement vide Ext. D and after two days of her stay at Nagaon she 

had stated before the Magistrate on oath that she went with accused 

Mofidul having love affairs. As such, it is seen that this court not finds 

anything doubtful upon which her earlier statement vide Ext. D may be 

disbelieved. After recording her statement vide Ext. D when she was 
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handed over to her parents she again lodged an ejahar after two days i.e. 

on 28-02-2016 and after 12 days her statement again u/s 164 Cr.P.C was 

recorded vide Ext.2 and in both of her 164 Cr.P.C statements she stated 

her different age and on her medical examination PW-1 being the Medical 

Officer found her ager to be above 18 years and she was medically 

examined on 22-02-2016 and on 26-02-2016 she stated her age to be 19 

years and subsequently on 10-03-2016 she stated her age to be 17 years. 

The age she has stated in her earlier statement dated 26-02-2016 

appears to be corroborative with the medical report of PW-1 and such 

facts confirmed that victim‟s mental status was very much stable and as 

she stated her age on 26-02-2016 to be 19 years and her medical report 

examination dated 22-02-2016 disclosed her age to be above 18 years. 

Surprisingly, after she was handed over to her parents she again lodged 

an ejahar on 28-02-2016 alleging many facts and on 10-03-2016 she 

stated her age to be 17 years and such facts contradicted her earlier 

statement and report of the medical officer in respect of her age.  

33. From the conduct of the victim as disclosed from her different statements 

and ejahar, it disclosed that after she developed connection with her 

family members she made several attempts to develop a new story 

against all the 11 nos. of accused persons and further tried to implicate 

the accused persons with the alleged incident narrating several facts by 

getting influenced with her family members. If the actual age of the victim 

was 17 years at the relevant point of time then the victim should have 

stated her actual age during her recording statement on 26-02-2016 and 

even if she was mentally unstable then also her actual age ought to have 

corroborated with the age disclosed by the Medical Officer after her 

medical examination.  

34. From the aforesaid discussions as we have discussed earlier, the 

contradictions disclosed from the evidence-in-chief, ejahar and 164 Cr.P.C 

statement of this case vide Ext.2, this court finds the testimony of the 

victim to be weaker, full with lots of shortcomings and further her earlier 

statement i.e. Ext. D appears to be trustworthy and that makes the entire 

case of the prosecution doubtful in nature. As two numbers of cases were 

merged together and my predecessor in office proceeded against the 
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accused persons by taking two numbers of cases together and the earlier 

164 Cr.P.C, statement of victim being part of the record, cannot be 

thrown away and prosecution side failed to provide any valid reason to 

the court upon which the victims earlier statement may be disbelieved.  

35. PW-3 Md. Arab Ali deposed that after victim was released zimma to her 

father she told him that Mohidul and Akmal accosted and showed her 

knife and threatened her if she did not climb into the vehicle she will be 

stabbed and in an Alto she was taken to Arimari Chapori and kept there 

for a night which happens to be the house of Mohidul‟s brother-in-law. As 

such, it is seen that PW-3 heard from the victim that accused Moinul and 

Akmal accosted and showed her knife and taken her to Arimari Chapori. 

Victim says the names of Mohidul and Akmal took her in a bike. Her 

brother-in-law i.e. PW-3 says that Moinul and Akmal took her to Arimari 

Chapori in an Alto. PW-3 further says that Akmal and Mohidul were there 

at night and Mohidul and Akmal took the victim to Guwahati in a vehicle. 

As such, it is seen that the hearsay evidence heard by PW-3 from PW-2 

are appears to be contradictory in respect of actual involvement of 

accused Mohidul, Akmal and Moinul. The evidence presented by PW-2 and 

PW-3 does not appears to be identical and corroborative. The brother-in-

law of victim as PW-3 further claimed that accused Moinul and Akmal took 

the victim to Arimari Chapori in an Alto whereas the victim herself claimed 

that she was taken to Arimari Chapori with a bike through Dhekiajuli. PW-

3 in his cross-examination makes it definite that the second FIR was 

lodged after discussion amongst the family members, victim, her husband 

and himself and he further admitted that he has stated the facts what has 

been told to him. If his source of knowledge appears to be the victim then 

he must have corroborated the facts as deposed by the victim before this 

court.  

36. Victim‟s father as PW-5 admitted that the second ejahar lodged by her 

daughter after she stayed with them and PW-5 further deposed in  his 

cross-examination that he heard that Mohidul and Atmol Ali had taken 

away his daughter in a bike. The eye-witness PW-4 says that Mustahir 

and Mohidul took his wife in a bike. Arab Ali (PW-3) who heard about the 

incident from the victim says Moinul and Akmal accosted and showed her 
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knife and took her to Arimari chapori. Victim says that Mohidul and Akmal 

forcefully taken her. Hence, it is seen that PW-2, PW-3, PW-4 and PW-5 

have said different names of the accused persons and that makes their 

evidences contradictory in nature. 

37. The I.O. (PW-6) in his cross-examination admitted that PW-2 did not state 

before him specifically that accused Mohidul and Akmal forcibly took her 

in a bike. PW-2 did not state before him that Akmal and Mohidul along 

with Mohidul‟s mother brought her to Orang hotel and left her there. PW-

3 did not state before him that at 11 p.m. on the night of the incident his 

father-in-law called him up over phone and informed him about the 

incident. PW-4 did not state before him that he saw accused Mohidul and 

Mustahir kidnapping his wife Kulsuma Begum. PW-5 did not state before 

him that his daughter told him that accused persons Akmal, Moinul, 

Mofidul, Nur Jamal, Nisiruddin, Mollica, Chalabuddin, Altab Hussain and 

Fajal helped Mohidul in kidnapping and keeping her. 

38. Hence, it is seen that the relevant facts stated by PW-2, PW-3, PW-4 and 

PW-5, indeed not stated by the witnesses before the I.O. in their 161 

Cr.P.C statements and those omissions amounts to prime contradictions 

on their part and those makes their evidences contradictory and doubtful 

in nature.  

39. Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussions, this court finds the 

version of the victim full with lots of shortcomings making her evidence 

contradictory and doubtful in nature. In respect of testimony of other 

witnesses it is noticed by this court that all the witnesses appears to be 

contradictory with each other versions and those contradictions renders 

there evidences doubtful in nature.  

40. Therefore, to sum up the evidences on record, this court noticed that a 

reasonable doubt reveals from the entire prosecution case and it is settled 

provision of law that where reasonable doubt divulges from the story of 

the prosecution case, that will favour the accused in a criminal trial and 

the accused in that circumstances deserves the benefit of doubt.  

“FINDINGS” 

41. In the result, it can be safely concluded here by way of observing that 

prosecution side failed to prove the guilt of the accused persons beyond 
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any reasonable doubt and consequent to that all the accused persons are 

entitled to get the benefit of doubt.   Accordingly, all the accused persons 

are acquitted from the charges under section-366/342/34 IPC. Accused 

persons are set at liberty. Bail bond is extended for six months in view of 

section-437A of Cr.P.C. 

42. This case is disposed of accordingly. Judgement is pronounced and 

delivered in open court under the seal and signature of this court on 19th 

day of July 2019.  

 
                                                                                                     (N. J. HAQUE) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge 
                 Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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A  P E   N D   I   X 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses:   PW-1 : Dr. (Mrs) Sangeeta Sarma  
                                                             PW-2  : Must. Kulsuma Begum, victim   
                                                             PW-3  : Md. Arab Ali  
                                                             PW-4  : Md. Hanif Ali   
                                                             PW-5     : Md. Misiruddin 
                                                             PW-6  : Sri Naren Sonowal, IO 
                                                                                                                          

2. Prosecution Exhibits  Ext.1   :  ejahar 
                                      Ext.1 (1) :   signatures of complainant /victim. 

Ext.2   :  statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C 
                                      Ext.2 (1) to 2(3):   signatures of victim  

Ext.3   :  Charge-sheet 
                                      Ext.3 (1)  :   signatures of IO 

Ext.4   :  Sketch Map 
Ext.5   :  Charge-sheet 
Ext.5 (1)   :   signatures of IO 

 
 3. Defence Exhibits  Ext. A  :  Talaqnama 

                                      Ext. B  :  Marriage Agreement  
    Ext. C  :  Kabinnama 

 Ext. D -   Statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C in Dhekiajuli PS  
                        Case No.86/2016 

 
4. Material  Exhibits                        :- Nil  

  
    (N. J. HAQUE) 

       Asstt. Sessions Judge 
Tezpur, Sonitpur 


